Whether workers are in the field or on the shop floor, Xplore offers tablet carrying accessories that enhance their productivity. Balancing the tablet and entering data are easier with the Rotating Hand Strap G2, featuring a cushioned, adjustable strap that keeps the Xplore tablet secured to the user’s hand. The Top Handle makes it easy to carry your tablet from place to place, with a convenient pen, coil tether, and pen slot. Add a shoulder strap to the Top Handle when the user’s hands need to be free.

**KEY FEATURES**

**Rotating Hand Strap G2**
- Velcro adjustable to hand size for comfort and secure hold
- Rotation adjustable 360°
- Compatible with 1D/2D Barcode Reader Module
- Works with Bobcat, XSLATE B10, XSLATE D10
- Reinforced with lightweight steel;
- Not compatible with Kickstand, Top Handle, CAC or NFC modules, Companion Keyboard G2

**Top Handle with Pen & Tether**
- Simplifies transport of tablet
- Smooth rubber handle for excellent grip
- Pen slot built into handle
- Select Active Pen option for XSLATE B10
- Select a Passive Pen option for Bobcat or XSLATE D10 – either a soft touch pen or a metal mesh smaller tip pen

**Adjustable Shoulder Strap**
- Easily attaches and detaches from Top Handle via clips
- Ideal for carrying long distances
- Frees up user’s hands
- Strap adjustable to user’s height
- Wide strap enhances comfort
- Extends to maximum length of 1.25 m (4.1 ft); Width 3.8 cm (1.5 in)